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It's time we all became conscious of
ecoeffectiveness and played around
with this simple idea.



Hi

Syndicate West and our PLA_CED_RICITY Syndicate are

delighted to have the opportunity to submit this entry to the

Playable City competition.

This has been a stimulating adventure already and we

hope that the content in our submission reflects the

enthusiasm and commitment sought and that it

communicates our idea and abil ity to collaborate with you.

Working with the citizens and visitors of Bristol offers a

fantastic opportunity to add more to the city's vibrant

culture.

I f we don't make it to the party, we wish you all the success

in the world and we wil l make sure that we find time to

come and play with you next summer.

Best wishes

Syndicate West
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Bethany Ella West and Felix Vaughan act as the voice of reason and scientific enquiry.

Bethany reads philosophy at Nottingham University. She is the recipient of the Jim Lees award for academic

excellence, writing her dissertation on the Psycopathy of mind. Felix is a post-grad physicist researching

Complexity at Bristol University. Fel ix is an awesome programmer. Bethany just thinks a lot.

Suzie Bridges of Suzie Bridges Architects brings a vast knowledge of community engagement in the practice of arts

led projects. We worked together at RHWL. She wil l formulate cultural strategies of engagement with the citizens

and visitors of Bristol. She wil l also make the artwork itself accessable to al l , faci l itating the conditions required to

give everyone the permission to be playful in public. Being skil led in participatory cultural learning, she is always

actively encouraging experimentation and a champion of cross ferti l isation.

Wells Small is an industrial designer and sculptor. He is member of the Cass Foundation. He is inspired by the

shapes,forms and textures found in nature and loves to experiment in different media. We combined to produce a

25 meter self forming sculpture in the atrium of Senator House, London. He wil l support the technical development

of the instal lation as well as the design and coordination of the numerous re-assemblies of the project. His sculpural

eye combined with his technical ski l l wil l be used extensivley during the project.

Mark Hensman is a l ighting designer and Partner at EQ2Light. His career spans 35 years and he has lit some of the

worlds most recognisable city structures as well as cities themselves. His drive to use light to reveal beauty and his

pursuit of eco-effectivess between man and light wil l be used both on a practical and philosophical level. We have

collaborated with Mark in the past, l ighting buildings and city districts. We recently combined to develop a brand

new hotel chain based around circadian rhythms and health and well being.

Ian Leaper is a renowed structural engineer. His career began a long time ago as a graduate under the tutelage of

Ted Happold. He works with the brightest engineers in the country in a small , dedicated, practice in the North of

England. We met 1 2 years ago. He's a close friend, mentor and fel low enthusiast of taking structure above and

beyond its load bearing capacity. His creative take on structures wil l be invaluable here.

Martin West and Carolin Mertens are Partners of Syndicate West which is a new practice, but we are not new to

playing the game. Martin is a craftsman toolmaker/modelmaker turned architect/urban designer with 35 years

experience in creative industry. Carol in has practiced architecture and design for over 1 5 years. For us "Syndicate

means collaboration with l ike minded groups or individuls to realise common goals." We form a larger syndicate on

all projects. With us, for your project, we bring the fol lowing:

Bristol is the seventh member of the Syndicate. We have collaborated in regional cities just l ike yours, throughout

our careers. From Salford to Stoke, Chester to Croydon. Our stance is one of critical regionalism. We recently

completed a 700,000 square foot mixed used Business quarter in Chester. This stemmed from our work on the

"One City Plan" in this historic city.



PLA_C_ED_RICITY is a game, a metaphorical
piece of chalk a child discovers can make
marks on the ground, turns into hop-scotch;

.. . .nothing 1 ,2,3,4,5,6,7,6,5,4,3,2,1 nothing...

I D E A S

He begs relationships with urban culture and poses

questions:

Wil l we ever discover the DNA of a City?

If so, why not advance our understanding of the cities

needs, our co-dependency on one another?

For that matter, does DNA have anything at al l to do with

culture?

You and he learn by doing things together, auto didactical ly,

some say. We need each other. Our actions alter form. If

we play hard enough, we are rewarded. Neglect is getting

us nowhere.

Together we examine the contradictory nature of the

modern city state, our self similarity. “They just keep getting

bigger al l the time." Whilst entropy states that "everything

is decaying, getting smaller. ” What's real ly happening

between this expansion and contraction?

He likes it when you call him CEDRIC.

You and he learn by

doing things together...

CEDRIC knows his roots. He comes from a big family.

Grandad Bucky and Uncle Snelson, his Russian

constructivist brothers and sisters, those rebelious cousins

dancing in the east, and rel i 's building bridges in Austral ia.

He continues the l ineage of invisible compression that goes

back, some think, to the begining of time.

He's forever reminding us everything in the universe is

made of matter. Let’s cal l it stuff. he says, stuff of lfe, tiny

particles, atoms, bits of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen

and phosphorous.

http: //zeitgenosse.daal.at/?p=11 77



These bits have the abil ity to arrange into bigger blocks,

building lumps of stuff. Call this phenomenon self-

assembly. The tiniest bits of stuff we can imagine emerging

into larger systems of stuff. They arrange in teams to play

against others to be things, cel ls, skin, bone, blood, brain.

They are the bricks and mortar of us. These systems within

systems work and play together. This competition evolves

over time. The energy in these systems within systems has

brought us to this city today.

He is always open to new experiences, always wil l ing to

engage somemore.

His particular interest here, the thing to play with, explore,

the game, compete for, prize, win or loose, is the

recognition of the entropic state of the urban condition. This

scientific a-priori fact states that urban fabric is in a

permanent state of collapse, so in constant need of looking

after.

CEDRIC references bio-tensegrity and urban-

compression and all the space in between. A floating man

made system constructed out of isolated components that

come together to form a place to l ive. I f we do right by it,

play with the idea, it grows and remains in a state of

suspension, a solid state of equil ibrium, on the edge of

collapse but al ive with energy.

The more we play, dance, sing; the greater we learn. He

responds by providing something, a friend to play with. He

makes up stories, re-writes history, hides nothing and

seeks a bright intel l igent and forward facing future. Let’s

play, once more

nothing 1 ,2,3,4,5,6,7,6,5,4,3,2,1 , nothing...

I D E A S

This scientific a-priori fact

states that urban fabric is

in a permanent state of

collapse, so in constant

need of looking after.

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA



Prior to CEDRIC arrivng in our l ives we scoured our data

banks, heads, for anything that would lead us to fresh ways

of thinking about play and cities. We went right back to our

student days, trawling through old portfol ios we scrutinised

our combined works to see if something would lead us to

an original idea. We wanted to create something new. This

is part of that process.

Let's carry out a search, we thought, for a " teleonomic, self

organizing, invisibly compressive, urban automata".

The engine responded thus.

Your search - " teleomonic, self. . .blah blah - did not find any

results.

I t did suggest Organiseyourself.com. So we decided to

play with that.

We asked the same engine what a “play thing” was.

I t said "One treated as a toy: a plaything of fate".

We liked that answer better.

We knew well the last centuries history of tensegrity, but

prefered the idea of it being around forever. We love

synchronicity, happening all the time.

Our favourite invisible compression structure is at London

Zoo. We named PLA_C_ED_RICITY, CEDRIC prior to this

thought, but are not suprised to be reminded of another

Cedric, Cedric Price. I f one can't be truely original, no

matter, just fol low his footsteps. Surely he would support us

in our interest in the origin of invisible compression and

relationships to l ife, nature and forces probably bigger than

either.

Now, it is thought, by many, that the origins to l ife are

rel iant on equal distribution of forces in the smallest of

cel lular structures. This burrows down to DNA. This idea

has spawned enormous advances in scientific and

technological discovery.

But as yet it cannot explain everything. Moreover the need

to explain everything from a mechanistic perspective may

actual ly be leading us up the proverbial garden path. I t is

smarter to let culture, the invisible art that makes life

visible, play a part.

Invisible compression is al l around us, in plants, animals

and in the stars. Man has been constructing homes using

this knowledge since leaving his cave dwell ing and

erecting tents.

Playing with this notion on a cultural level is not new either.

Early pioneers of Cybernetics realised similarities in the

structure of l ife which mirrored the structure of self.

This work, CEDRIC, is a continuation of that exploration

where collectively we take advantage of past research and

use forward facing technologies to learn through play how

we must become complimentary and symmetrical ly

grounded in the city environments we inhabit. Isn't it time

we all became conscious of eco-effectiveness and

played around with this simple idea.

ORIGINS

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_E_Ingberen.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donald_E_Ingber

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cedric_Price



Does formal mean playing by the rules?

There are rules to form in both systems.

Is LIFE just one big game to you?

I 'm not sure, can't you just play by yourself unti l I can work

out an answer.

But I want to play with you?

I real ly don't have time but if you start something, play

alone, someone is bound to come along and join in.

Ok I will just play the game in my head whilst you talk to

me, and if someone does come along I will play with them.

But how will they know I'm playing if its only in my head?

You wil l have to show them what you are thinking, your

mind game. Just pul l a face to grab their attention. Play

with that idea for a while and work out what I mean.

Does that mean they will play with me back?

I imagine so, al l young things need to learn to play.

But what shall we play?

I 'm not sure, just play pretend, make something up.

Do they know the rules of the game are in my head?

I don't know the answer to that either, but I know they wil l

want to play with you. And the more you play, the better

you two wil l get at the game.

Can we go out now and play together?

Yes but remember what I 've taught you. You must learn to

look after yourself. Just go out and explore your

neighbourhood. Play at being an exlplorer. Use your

imagination. And when you come back you can teach me

what you have learned.

It's time we all became conscious of

eco-effectiveness and played around

with this simple idea.. . .a plaything of fate."

Here's our metalogue, of sorts. (After Bateson's 'Steps to

an Ecology of Mind' et al l)

Can I ask stupid questions and you to give me stupid

answers?

Of course but only if we play by the rules.

Is there a difference between playing and a game?

Now that's tricky. Let me see.

Are we playing now or in a game?

Both, the designer plays with ideas. Games have rules.

Are we playing to win?

That depends on how you select the winner. You may

accept that just by taking part you have won something,

knowledge, experience, friends, memories, shame or

satisfaction. But you may not have won the ultimate prize.

How is the winner selected?

That's layed down in the rules. Von Neumann's game

thories and Conway's Life Game might be worth playing

with to shed Moore light on the subject. See, I just played a

game. I spelled Moore wrongly but he is actual ly a

contemporary of Von Neumann. Cool.

What's the difference between a player and a team?

One player can enter a competition and join in the game. I f

the rules say teams play against each other then the

individual joins the team. You can compete within your

team to be better than your team members in winning the

game so there are competitions within competitions. Like a

fractal competition or a self simil lar game within a game.

How does one start to play?

I t can be informal or formal, random or organised. I f the

rules are written and imposed from on high, it's top down. I f

the rules emerge through consensus, it's bottom up.

The behaviour of each has differences, generating different

patterns, hierarchical or heterarchical, a pyrimid or a blob.

The trick is to be able to recognise them.

ORIGINS



ENGAGEMENTS

Seven is CEDRIC'S favourite number. He's hitching to find

seven city chunks and doesn't mind if they are political,

geographical, historic, social or other fictitious boundaries.

He seeks out groups, schools, youth centres, theatres,

over 60's clubs, local access organisations, historic

societies, prison's, hospices and hospitals. The more the

merrier. He wants to play all the time. His intention is to

kick start city wide collaborations which wil l reinforce

difference but pul l the city together.

CEDRIC, l ike pleistocene, gets everywhere. He is a

scaleless character and has a knack of crossing cultural

boundaries. Just as comfortable in the school yard as he is

in a philosophy lecture. He's not shallow. Loving nothing

more than assisting in the regeneration of the street, but

can mix it in the Central Business District.

He's smart and data hungry. His sister NET_LOGO

(http: //ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/) is a multi-agent

programmable modell ing environment, used by tens of

thousands of students and researchers worldwide. I t's a

simple, pedagogical tool which teaches students, stake

holders, fel low practitioners and sometimes clients, about

the complex nature of cities and other stuff.

Example of CED_LOGO proposal based on NET_LOGO

Cedric's drive is to couple

the physical to the virtual,

the anologue to the

digital.

He comes into its own when participatory models are

created. He's already building CED_LOGO and wil l

bluetooth to the web when you have organised him.

Cedric's drive is to couple the physical to the virtual,

the anologue to the digital.

So PLA_C_ED_RICITY is taken to school. A series of

introductory talks take place in class rooms, lecture halls

and local amenity centres. He emerges out of the box.The

topic centres on how he relates to us, the places we live

and his bridge to culture. Kids and parents learn how to

build him whilst others discuss his distant cousin,

Cystoskelington and argue neo Darwinian mechanism

versus teleological design in the tussle between mind and

cosmos.

Running concurrently to this warm up are workshops with

cultural and arts based organisations. Each of the

interventions CEDRIC presents, offers opportunities to

perform. Invitation to shape CEDRIC's interaction are open

to every one.

All are debatable but the central message is simple:

Organise yourself and join in the city wide adventure

to make our cities and ourselves healthier and happier.



Organise yourself and join

in the city wide adventure

to make our cities and

ourselves healthier and

happier.

ENGAGEMENTS

Example of CED_LOGO proposal based on NET_LOGO

He responds to inputs and outputs, feeds back, and

becomes a giant data store. Simple games are just for

starters. Complexity comes with this proposal. But it's not

complicated, just a one and a zero, some sticks and a few

rubber bands. Oh and a smart phone and an application

that we call CEDWRAP and if you haven't got that, a pencil

and paper wil l suffice.

Carbon neutral ity is his favourite food. He lives on a

'One Planet Living' diet. His energy comes from

kinematics, l ike a mechanical winder that we must all

turn to keep him healthy.

Where he finds himself a compressive mat fol lows. At first

it looks and feels l ike a harlequin suit painted on the floor.

But it's a game of urban leap frog, tag or snakes and

ladders. You can actual ly make up your own games. Walk

on the right numbers and CEDRIC is fed, 5 watts per leap.

He responds. First useful encouraging urban words painted

on surfaces, pop up, as if beamed by laser. He speaks to

us. Flagrant oudors are in the air. Al l the senses are

stimulated. He encourages us to leap higher. I f you

reciprocate you get a prize. Cedric sends a code. It's

readable and depicts future urban space as you or

your group wish to see it.

His memory is very big. We can feed him communal data

and uti l ise this to analyse the work over the duration of his

existence. This potential is boundless. By collaborating

with citizens, his work becomes an invaluable research

tool. Moreover, when taken to other cities to hold similar

events, their local data is comparable and cultural variants

identifiable.

Let’s Play pretend, and agree to meet on Sunday.

Members of PLA_C_ED_RICITY are distributed throughout

the community. Rules are scattered randomly. Lengths of

elastic and pieces of rigid fibre need to come together.

Agreement on where to assemble negotiated. Individuals,

community groups and city folk coalesce and witness

CEDRIC 's construction.

Invisible compression is discussed, explained and

understood. Attachments are made. Linkages are formed.

The city pul ls and pushes together and the work starts to

come into being. At a given moment, a state of equil ibrium

is reached. Life is seen. I t resonates with the assembled

population. CEDRIC performs and the dance ensues.

Each new day brings a new game. Once CEDRIC is

made, he multipl ies quickly, 7 times in total. Self organised

rules emerge. Some from within others from outside. I t

starts simply getting more sufficiticated as the game

unfolds.

WHAT FOLLOWS IS A HYPOTHETICAL FIRST

FORTNIGHT, BUT WE HAVE 60 DAYS AND 24 HOURS IN

EACH DAY. THERE IS A LOT OF FUN TO BE HAD.. .

. . . l ike a mechanical winder

that we must al l turn to keep

him healthy.

CEDWRAP example



1 CED EDGE

CED Edge: 'Urban Hopscotch' for an edge condition near 'Cabot Way'

'Equity & Local Economy' future vision for 'Cabot Way' to be seen on a smart phone

. . .What would this place

need to do to make you

want to come more often?

ENGAGEMENTS

On Monday CED_EDGE finds the perfect spot on the city

fringe. The community build him quickly and chalk out the

first urban hop scotch. I t's neat, because all the bits of

CED_EDGE are gathered together from found objects.

He's working. We all jump and play our games on the

urban mat. Tiny pulses of electricity give Cedric energy and

he responds by asking simple questions:

Do you come here often?

Will you come again and play tomorrow?

When will we see you again?

Are you learning anything?

What would this place need to do to make you want to

come more often?

Howmuch money do we need?

Shall we open an urban allotment together?

This primary intervention is the begining of our learning

curve. At first, we communicate through outdoor white

boards and Q&A forms. We gather information and

interesting footage. This is invaluable research. This vibe

must fol low us. We have more games to play.



2 SUB CED

Sub CED: Urban Hopscotch for an underpass near Stokes Croft

A 'sustainable Transport' future vision for the underpass to be seen on a smart phone

Do you walk here alone at night?

Is this your quickest way to work?

When are you coming back?

Where are you going?

Do you cycle?

If this tunnel was painted brightly would it make you feel

happier?

This intervention is more sophisticated than the last. I t's

part of the game. But the rules are more or less the same.

When SUB CED has enough energy, he reveals an image

on the wall , your team's vision. I t shows a different view of

the underpass. SUB CED imagines a cycle path, a bridge

or a road. The under pass may be blocked up or removed,

a skate park or free cycle hire station. Opinions are

collected and fi lm captured of this process. We need all the

information we can get.

. . .Do you cycle?

We then move on to SUB CED. We have surveyed the

tunnel, calculated the loads and got our statutary approval

to build. SUB CED fits well in this space. The urban mat is

now a working prototype created by reverse engineering

used hifi speakers and perfume sprays. The seven

compression members pulse with different coloured l ight

as you walk through the tunnel and SUB CED asks some

questions:

ENGAGEMENTS



3 CEDRIC 2000

'Sustainable Materials' future vision for Mil lenium Square to be seen on a smart phone

We are off to do some physics. CEDRIC 2000 grows in

front of the Science Center. He looks splendid reflected in

the giant sphere. Again, his design and construction is

better than the last. His l imbs are shaped and more

elegent. At the end of his compression members lasers

flash over the urban mat. Kinematics has introduced a

trampoline. We have a big space for the urban mat in front

of the entrance. We also tap into the big screen on the

main elevation.

CEDRIC 2000 asks:

What does science mean to you?

Did your visit make you dream ofgrowing up to be an

astronaut?

What is an algorithm?

What does your dad do for a living?

Who did you come with today?

Shall we plant some trees here?

I f your team fil ls your compression member first, your view

of this space appears in the big screen. We record the

activities and add it to our data collection.

. . .Shall we plant some trees

here?

ENGAGEMENTS

CEDRIC 2000: 'Urban Hopscotch' for Mil lenium Square



CED X: 'Urban Hopscotch' inside Broadmead Shopping centre

'Local & Sustainable Food' future vision for Broadmead to be seen on a smart phone

4 CED X

I ts time to go shopping. CED X puts on his best clobber.

You have to look your best these days on the Mall . The

urban mat is a great attraction. Children compete, local

dance troops want to show off and buskers sing along.

CED X wants some answers:

Howmuch did you pay for those?

Are you here to buy or just hang out?

Is that yourmum or your sister?

Have you got the latest smart phone?

Who's your favorite operator?

Where do you think your jeans where manufactured?

Here, when your compression member is ful l of l ight, a

symbol is beamed onto the floor. A bar code of sorts

appears. We call it a CEDRAGRAM. The CEDWRAP you

can now download on your device reads the code and the

imaginary future potential is portrayed on its screen. A local

fruit and veg market could be stripped into the shopping

center or a giant playground snaking through the complex

or someone might want to knock it down and replace it with

a carpark. . .

. . .Where do you think your

jeans were manufactured?

ENGAGEMENTS



CEDRIC WATERSIDE: Urban Hopscotch near Watershed

A hydroelectric 'screw' inside the fountain could be seen on a smart phone

5 CEDRIC WATERSIDE

Our next stop is back to base, to build outside Watershed.

CEDRIC WATERSIDE loves splashing around. Urban mats

runs up and down the steps and lead to Watershed's door.

With al l the knowledge gleaned from the past he plays the

game perfectly. Rules have developed and multiple teams

race to get their fix of the quay's future potential .

CEDRIC WATERSIDE is ful l of questions again.

Do you have a boat?

What is Bristol most famous for?

How often do you go swimming?

Are you a member ofa club?

Do you know what Pervasive means?

Did you know that we can generate energy by sticking a

'screw' in the fountain?

All the data recorders are available, white boards,

questionnairs, and CEDGRAMs are on offer. CEDWRAP

appears as if in your mind's eye. A permanent ice skating

rink, a working dock, or an urban beach? We all have

differing visions of what we should be doing here.

. . .Do you know that we

can generate energy by

sticking a 'screw' in the

fountain?

ENGAGEMENTS



6 CEDRIC NELSON

CEDRIC NELSON: 'Urban Hopscotch' on Nelson Street

CEDRIC NELSON wants to get down and appears in the

Street. Floating over this urban corridor, fi l l ing the space

where life real ly takes place, between buildings, he has

some serious issues to tackle.

Cows on Nelson Street can be seen on a smart phone

What does mixed use mean in your opinion?

Should students or families be encouraged to live in the city

centre?

Will you go to university here when you grow up?

What will make you stay in Bristol once you graduate?

Where are the best parties to go to?

Would this space be better if it was a shared space?

Teams from different parts of the city battle it out to fi l l

CEDRIC NELSON with their colours. Depending on the

mix, differeing CEDRGRAMS appear on the wall , 7

members times 7 colours, 7 to the power of 7 solutions.

Over 5 mil l ion variations are available to the city if only they

would organise themselves.

3d panaramas are bluetoothed to your hand held l inked to a

gps. Move around and you are immersed in this potential

new world. Leap higher and here your tune. Smell the

flowers or the car fumes depending on your view.

. . .Would this space be

better if it was a shared

surface?

ENGAGEMENTS



7 CEDRIQUE

CEDRIQUE: Located in Queens Park all seven CEDRICs are virtual ly coming together here

ENGAGEMENTS



Now with six CEDRIC's up and running and the city

inventing games within games it's time to go to the park.

CEDRIQUE is the mother of al l CEDRIC's. She's been

watching over the last couple of weeks events, storing

energy and collecting values along the way. I t's now time to

party.

She is the largest and most sophisticated invisible

compression machine. 7 sculpted reflective l ight weight

l imbs, beautiful ly crafted by local artisan, made from locally

sourced materials, designed by the Syndicate, you and us,

each tinted with the individual colours of her family, float

over the public space. 7 urban mats are distributed

throughout the park.

During the day she's a heliotrope reflecting the

multicoloured nature of our urban culture. We are invited to

play, dance and sing under her watchful eye.

She is absorbing the cities' playful lness, getting ready for

the weekend and when the sun is waning, reflects back the

perpetual urban dance. A single laser l ight fi l led with the

collected data and images shine from her onto the

distributed urban mats. All her 'chi ldren' and their

interactions appear. First on the ground but then on the city

fabric, bui lt form, our home.

The first weekend sees Children play algorithmic 'Snakes

and Ladders'. CEDRIQUE provides the board and throws

the dice. He's been to school. Taught young people the

power of one and nothing. CED_LOGO has come to the

party. He is very happy, l ighting up the city. But then it’s

time for sleeping and CEDRIQUE lies down to rest unti l the

next weekend.

Weekend Two the Old Vic performs and other arts groups

take the stage. PLA_C_ED_RICITY is the urban staging,

l ighting their way, responding to the collective drama

unfolding between audience and actors. CEDRIQUE has

many roles to play. Moving and sways elegantly, getting

angry, smil ing and bursting into colours. She is comic and

tragic, bridging the l ink between performance and

participant. The play is over and it's time to bed down, per

chance to dream.

On the third weekend it’s the worlds most advanced 'Pub

Quiz', competing in a game of l ife. CEDRIQUE is the quiz

master and score board. Teams compete to invent rules to

see how far they can get. I f you find the correct rule set the

game goes on forever, if wrong, you’re out, over, virtual end

and CEDRIQUE lies down again to rebuild some strength

for another event.

The fourth weekend student haunts are invaded with smart

devices. That nights babble is transmitted through space to

PLA_C_ED_RICITY. A programme transduces the

collective cultures and CEDRIQUE performs this nightly

ritual to those left outside. I t is exhausting being up all

night and there’s a busy weekend ahead. I t’s time to hit the

hay.

The penultimate weekend see's Tai Chi, Tango, Flash

Dance, Waltzes, Fandango, Tap, Jazz, and Street, spin

around. CEDRIQUE loves to dance and throws some great

shapes. He invents dance moves never been seen before.

A face-off between teams ensues and CEDRIQUE decides

on the eventual winner. Tired l imbs need relaxing and it’s

time to go to bed. Next week is ful l on.

I ts CEDRIQUE'S big party, a leaving do, a celebration. The

city says goodbye but not without a proper send off. We all

come out to play, to hear the laughter and joy we can

create if we would only organise ourselves and join in.

Final ly we take PLA_C_EG_RICITY down, pack away and

send him to another place, another city, not to be forgotten,

for the dance to begin again.

ENGAGEMENTS



We are enjoying building the Syndicate West website. The

theme of invisible compression just 'keeps on keeping on',

a leitmotif, if you know your music.

From a masters thesis, Programming Architecture, to built

works in assisted areas, ideas competitions, Architecture

for Humanity (AfH), running graduate internship

programmes, guest critiques, lectures, furniture,

instal lations, and writings. We have select some

innovative examples of our practice at work:

INNOVATIONS

• A use of invisible compression resolved a masters thesis

whilst searching for Social Justice and the City.

• Senator House is a refurbishment project. As part of the

scheme we proposed a 25 meter long tensile fabric

sculpture that fi l led the tired atrium. Tenacious research

produced the sculptural form borrowing from advanced sail

technology. The sculpture arrived in a bag and was erected

in a day. This is where we are heading with CEDRIQUE.

• Number One, St Paul's Square, is the first building in

Liverpool's latest commercial renaissance. The external

bracing is designed to squeeze the last drop of floor plate

efficiency out of the space, making the project cost

effective and successful in this inner city regeneration

project.



INNOVATIONS

• The inclusion of a floating compression screen in the

competition entry for AHK in Cyprus contributed to the

design of a sustainable environment that gave the provider

of electricity on the divided island a building that used as

little electricity possible. The scheme was awarded second

prize in an international l ine up.

• An idea for the Discarded Dreams competition used the

inherent springiness of disused mattresses and

transformed this ubiquitous object into a tensile enclosure

that l inked together to provide shelter in al l kinds of

gatherings. Awarded Second Place in The AfH competition.

• Creating a bridge link across the double height space in

the second commercial office in St Paul’s Square gave us

the opportunity to investigate generative component

technologies and scalabil ity. The design rel ied on precision

computer geometry to prove the concept. We constructed

the bridge in a fabrication shop using traditional metal-

working skil ls. The reception desk and canopy borrow from

the same intent.

• Lulan is an AfH entry that taught our three young post

graduate architects urban design. Beginning with the tensile

relationships of public and private spaces in a single

domestic house, the local weaving and printing technology

of the Lulan communities could generate a collection of

fabrics, revealing small , medium, large and extra large

urban conditions.



• Urban SOS started with Wyclef Jean wanting to build a

community recording studio in Port au Prince. We began

the project the day the earth quake shook Haiti to its very

core. Quickly ripping up the brief an urban manifesto was

produced. The work was chosen to be presented as part of

Barcelona's World Architectural Festivals competition

series. We withdrew from the competition and published

the work independently. Building Back Better Communities

(BBBC), another disaster rel ief inititive, short l isted the idea

for innovative housing solutions for the countries rebuilding

programme.

• Loft London was an international competition that cal led

for ideas around the theme of vertical farming, to be sited

on Potters Field, London. Our entry, a simple Field Study,

joined airoponic food production with high rise l iving.

Slender towers where linked by communal bridges

providing social, ecological and structural stabil ity. This sat

on top of a market who's roof provided an elevated public

ground plane. The entry was awarded second prize.

• Campus Unlimited was an AfH competition that the towns

folk of Christchurch and Paenga Tawhiti a community

school, organised after their devestating earth quake. The

brief was for an education facil ity. We proposed an

outreach strategy called Triangle of Life. Borrowing from

Maori culture, an instal lation wall was located in specific

nodal points in the shattered city fabric. Placing ones back

against the Wall gave safety in case the earthquake struck

again. Pul l out enclosure provided spaces for education

and other uses. This entry was awarded runner up.

• Royal Albert Dock, (RAD) was an open competition

call ing for consortia to work with the GLA and Newham

Bourough Council to regenerate this disussed dockland

site opposite Londons City Airport. We proposed the RAD

Codex. An urban quarter grew from a primary grid to

natural ly fragment over time into a vibrant mixed used city

district. Complimented by a symetrical meanwhile strategy,

the entry was shortl isted to the last three. The scheme

winner is yet to be announced.

INNOVATIONS



• The Chester One City Plan (OCP) sprang from our inititial

commision for a Development Framework for a new

Central Business quarter. The OCP gathers together over

50 disperate development opportunities and provides a

city wide strategy all ied to the local governement core

strategy over a fifteen year period. I t's findings are now

guiding the local authority on focused city interventions.

Extensive community engagement is bearing fruit. The first

major public/private development opportunity, Chester

CBQ, as just been submitted for planning. We designed

and coordinated this 700,000 sq ft masterplan which

includes a new linear public park adjacent to the grade 2 *

l isted railway station.

• Number 4 St Paul's Square is the fifth and last building in

Engish Cities fund landmark urban regeneration project in

Liverpool. We completed this building last year. I t has been

recognised as an exemplar sustainable building collecting

awards from the British Council of Offices, Royal Institute

of Chartered Surveyors, Construction New, Association of

Interior Sevices and others.

• Stoke City Council held a competition for a new mixed

use quarter in Hanley, Stoke on Trent. Out team, including

Jan Gehl Architects, won the competition. Three years on

the first phase scheme design is complete. I t includes a

new Civic Centre which Martin designed along side Aterl ier

Ten. The envelope contributes to the energy performance

of the building whilst referencing local craftmenship. I t

uti l ises tessallated geometrical forms that reference

algebraic ti l ing methods centuries old.

All the above began as concepts with blank sheets. Our

proposal for Playable Cities is no different. Our strength is

that we see projects through, refining unti l the

craftsmanship quality we deserve material ises.

INNOVATIONS



V A L U E S

How to explain. Is winning or loosing the be-al l and end-

al l?

Noam Chomsky said

" I 'm not in favour of

everybody doing everything

they like. Anarchism, as I

understand it, is a highly

democratic system, infact a

highly organised system, it's

just organised from the

bottom up. I t's organised

through voluntary

association, agreement,

federation, up to the world

level if you l ike. I t could be a

highly structured system. But

it's going to have to come out

of popular involvement."

To repeat, Syndicate West is our recently formed design

Practice, less than 4 weeks old, but we are not new to

playing the game. To us "Syndicate" means collaboration

with l ike minded groups or individuals to realise common

goals.

Sti l l , this re-start begins with powerful l motives and strong

values. Futhermore, what we do, deal with, urbanism, is a

serious business.

Me, (Martin West), I 'm a craftsman/tool maker turned

architect/urban designer. My career straddles thirty five

years in creative practice.

Starting as an apprentice engineer, working with people

with severe learning difficulties, onto proffessional model

making, leading to regeneration projects mainly in assisted

areas and culminating in city wide urban strategies, I

bel ieve I 've always attempted to underpin my output by a

strong theoretical framework.

Carol in is an architectural urban designer who has worked

with renowned practices such as Grimshaw and

Liftschutz Davison Sandilands. Over many years she has

designed buildings and complex mixed use public realm

projects including Salford Central, Stoke Central Business

Quarter, Chester CBQ, Chester's One City Plan and the

Atrium, Amsterdam. We have worked together at RHWL

Architects for the past 5 years. I had been there fourteen

years and left a directorship so that, together, we can

practice what we believe. Old cl ients are with us and a

couple of new ones are keeping the wolf from the door, but

mainly we are re-formulating our past experiences and

creating a firm foundation for our future collaborations.

We believe in syncronicity, the unbelievable l ightness of

being. The knowledge of your competition came by chance.

We took it. I t's right up our street. Identifying with the

Playful l City theme challenges our critical thinking. Cities

are complex things but our experience and gut instinct tel l

us they are less complicated that we make out.



V A L U E S

This chance for us is ironical ly a win, win. By focusing in on

what we have done, and wil l do, we have won already. This

entry wil l go towards our portfl io so there's a win. Reaching

out to our fel low consultants who form the wider team and

their recipricated support and confidence in us is another

win. To make a shortl ist would be beyond our dreams. To

collaborate with you, share your passion and grasp the

opportunity to cement our combined knowledge and use

this to make our cities better places for us and future

generations is the ultimate prize.

The thing we are struggl ing with and wil l be answered by

this outcome is what value does this idea,

PLA_C_ED_RICITY, hold. Our process often takes us

back to the beginning, facing complex briefs with few pre-

concieved ideas, Riducio ad Absurdem. Can a toy, one to

be bought onl ine as a childs rattle have any value, any

meaning, to a future facing Playable City? The point is it

can, if the real value is exlored and explained, used as

pedagogical tool, to teach us why playing with our cities is

a good thing.

Whilst col lecting children from school, I was explaining to a

mother PLA_C_ED_RICITY's challenge as a bridge to the

human and urban condition. Janine, Tyree's mum, had

heard of urban. "I t's about hip hop and r&b." she told us.

We agreed. I had a mini CEDRIC in my pocket. He's very

quick to make. Tyree took him home to play with. All the

other kids now want one.

So I had to go to the habbidashers to buy more beads and

elastic to make replicas of CEDRIC. Shamia runs the shop

on the market with her brother and father. This habidashery

is an Aladin's Cave for someone like me. This devout

Muslim family where intrigued by the model I was making.

A customer, who turned out to be a trained biologist and

optician, joined in. She recognised immediatley its cel lular

origin. Shamir thought of the Alhambra. I talked to them

about the Noble Guild of Habidashers and the irony of the

lost art of embriodary. I 'm now home tutor to Mawish,

Shamias sister, who just fai led her first year architecture

degree because she failed to connect enough with last

year's project.

In the last fours weeks we have applied value drivers that

turn, what is essential ly, just 1 4 polar coordinates in space

into a hundred and one different things. I t's a game that, if

you can organise yourself, l inks to an existing computer

language that is open source which offers up unimaginable

algorithmic worlds. One is a self bui ld structure that uti l ises

disussed car parts to create an urban game of hopscotch

that generates electricity. Another becomes an urban

intervention that reads a bar code to give back a 3d

immersive world tracked by a GPS system. Final ly it

becomes a sculpted heliotrope that hovers over the city,

made locally, looking l ike 1 0 tons of reflective glass but

comes in rucksacks and is hoisted in place using bungy

cord. At night it beams images of al l the other aspects of

urban compression. But essential ly it is just a very simple

structure.

I ts value is seen because it simply brings people together.



PRACTICALITIES

Cedric is practical. He’s been around a very, very long

time. Throughout he has garnered an ethos of altruistic

motivations. For PLA_C_ED_RICITY he’s devised a game

within a game leading to a prize the whole community wil l

gain from. But l ike most games it comes with surprises.

Only you and he know the finale and for ful l effect we could

keep it a secret.

He is a catalyst for change with energy building as the

game progresses. Value is his driver. £30,000 is a figure in

mind. The team accompanying Cedric have agreed not to

take any personal wage from the event. The offer, if we do

progress further, of personal expenses is accepted but wil l

not be over exploited. The amazing opportunity to work

alongside the citizens of Bristol and other such people and

places is ample reward. Moreover if PLA_C_ED_RICITY

genuinely gives back Eco-effective results we wil l al l

benefit from that.

One problem with 30 is it’s not easily divisible by Cedric’s

favourite number 7, so purely for convenience he has

chosen 35, £35,000, we know, but just play along. The sum

of 1 ,2,3,4,5,6 and 7 is 28. Dividing 35 by 28 is 1 .25.

Therefore each Cedric intervention, starting with CED

EGDE ending with Cedrique gets incremental ly larger by

£1 ,250.

Like most games there are rules. The first one is each

progressive Cedric cannot be built for more that the allotted

budget. I f we have any savings at the end of that build we

take it to the next intervention. Each Cedric must be

buildable in one day. That means a good deal of the design

wil l be completed and the logistics in place to hit the

ground running. We have a rest day between each build.

We know Cedrique wil l need more time but a couple more

days to build her majesty wil l be worth it.

I t works l ike so. After the teach-ins enough members of the

community wil l have been co-opted into assembling the

first intervention. This is a community self-bui ld project

from mainly found objects. Cedric already has ideas on

what he wants to be and we have £1 ,250 for him.

He has requested 7 scaffold poles, 50 meters of rope,

disused moving coil magnets, rubber mats, cable and

lighting. I f we add to this a surveil lance camera and other

data recording equipment we are ready.

Despite Cedric’s construction from recycled materials he

his always well turned out, extremely well crafted and

beautiful ly decorated. He must look his best on his first

outing. Also he is very aware of his statutory duties under

health and safety, wil l be playable for 2 months and ready

to travel if he gets the opportunity to play away in another

country. He’s confident that there wil l be change from his

first appearance.

We all play urban hopscotch. Cedric responds by lighting

up our l ives and giving back visions of what could be

possible if we grasp his message of self-organised eco

effectiveness. Data and fi lm are transported back to the

Waterside-PMG on a nightly mission for them to add their

magic.

Using continual improvement strategies, we move on to

SUB CED. We now have a minimum of £2500, plus our

savings, to squeeze UC in a tight spot, lay down the urban

mat, set up the data recorder and let Cedric dance. This

time we can afford the laser and get the CED_READER

fired up. More people play urban hopscotch, some skate,

cycle and blade too. Again the data is col lected and



PRACTICALITIES

images transferred.

With a guaranteed £3750 Cedric 2000 goes to the science

park. He can’t wait to meet his long lost cousin Mirror Ball .

His l ighting and laser equipment is progressively getting

smarter. Urban hopscotch is producing more and more

power. Here he introduces a trampoline for maximum

bounce-abil ity.

CED X then goes shopping with £5000. He has all the

latest gear for this fashion parade. His playfulness can be

seen here to great effect but more importantly his projected

views of local and sustainable produce is well developed

for the smart application.

Cedric Waterside wishes to be at his best alongside his

Bristol hosts Waterside-PMG. £6500 plus the contributions

from previous savings means he can really put on a great

performance. Individual LED light tubes race to be the

brightest as variations on urban hopscotch emerge. The

CED Reader now offers 3D panoramas of eco effective

futures that the city players vote on. PMG get there hands

on lovely chunks of data, and loads of action shots.

He has been looking forwards to Cedric Nelson. He likes

this transitional street and his biggest hopscotch game

could happen here. He has £7500 plus, to play his part in

the regeneration game. Alternative urban scenes are

triggered from the Cedragram and participants build

multiple col lages of their preferred image of the City.

Final ly Cedrique emerges in the Park. She is magnificent.

Al l the knowledge gleaned from the previous incarnations,

their running and operation have been disti l led and we

manufacture the Queen. She’s a mirror, reflecting her city.

The off spring and their cultural interactions are projected

on 6 urban mats. During the day as her l imbs slowly rotate

she absorbs all the city’s cultural energies. By night she

projects back all Cedric’s interactive findings. Each game

within a game reveal the possibi l ities opening up to a

brighter future ahead.

On last thing, we have forgot about the big surprize.

Cedric kept something up his sleeve. Every time one of

his kinetic cushions was jumped one he told us he

needed 5 watts of power. Turns out he only needed 4

and he has been saving the other one for us. If over 2

months a tenth of the population of Bristol play one

game of urban hop scotch each, nothing 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5,

6, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 , nothing, that’s over a million watts

of energy to give back. Isn’t that worth playing for.



TRANSFERANCES

From the mother to the child transferences occur often

without words. Play is the precursor to language, a

universal activity. I t's instinctualness is used to teach the

growing child what is instore later. The Mother prods the

child to initiate play. The child responds by playing grown

up, play fighting. Eventual ly knowing it can't win the child

rol ls on his or her back displaying the soft underbelly. I f the

mother so wished she could sink her teeth into the child

and end the game. She does not.

The game is over and both mother and child have learned

a lesson.

Our game, so far has been to play with your brief. We have

ticked many boxes along the way. What has emerged is a

universal intervention that needs few words ,now, to

explain. Open the box, organise your self, get involved and

see if it makes your city a heathl ier and happier place.

Our found image of the girls playing spiral hopscotch is

superb. We wonder where it was taken - what language

they are playing in?



PLA_C_ED_RICITY

EDUCATIONPLACE ELECTRICITY TENSION COMPRESSION
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It's time we all became conscious of
ecoeffectiveness and played around
with this simple idea.



Hi

Syndicate West and our PLA_CED_RICITY Syndicate are

delighted to have the opportunity to submit this entry to the

Playable City competition.

This has been a stimulating adventure already and we

hope that the content in our submission reflects the

enthusiasm and commitment sought and that it

communicates our idea and abil ity to collaborate with you.

Working with the citizens and visitors of Bristol offers a

fantastic opportunity to add more to the city's vibrant

culture.

I f we don't make it to the party, we wish you all the success

in the world and we wil l make sure that we find time to

come and play with you next summer.

Best wishes

Syndicate West
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T E A M

http: //www.wellssmall .com/Wells Small Sculpture

http: //www.eq2light.co.ukEQ2 Light

Suzie Bridges Architects http: //www.suziebridges.com

http://www.syndicatewest.co.ukSyndicate West Architecture-Design-Urbanism

Booth King - Structure http: //www.booth-king.co.uk

Mind & Cosmos http: //www.nottingham.ac.uk/philosophy http: //www.bris.ac.uk/bccs/

+

Bethany Ella West and Felix Vaughan act as the voice of reason and scientific enquiry.

Bethany reads philosophy at Nottingham University. She is the recipient of the Jim Lees award for academic

excellence, writing her dissertation on the Psycopathy of mind. Felix is a post-grad physicist researching

Complexity at Bristol University. Fel ix is an awesome programmer. Bethany just thinks a lot.

Suzie Bridges of Suzie Bridges Architects brings a vast knowledge of community engagement in the practice of arts

led projects. We worked together at RHWL. She wil l formulate cultural strategies of engagement with the citizens

and visitors of Bristol. She wil l also make the artwork itself accessable to al l , faci l itating the conditions required to

give everyone the permission to be playful in public. Being skil led in participatory cultural learning, she is always

actively encouraging experimentation and a champion of cross ferti l isation.

Wells Small is an industrial designer and sculptor. He is member of the Cass Foundation. He is inspired by the

shapes,forms and textures found in nature and loves to experiment in different media. We combined to produce a

25 meter self forming sculpture in the atrium of Senator House, London. He wil l support the technical development

of the instal lation as well as the design and coordination of the numerous re-assemblies of the project. His sculpural

eye combined with his technical ski l l wil l be used extensivley during the project.

Mark Hensman is a l ighting designer and Partner at EQ2Light. His career spans 35 years and he has lit some of the

worlds most recognisable city structures as well as cities themselves. His drive to use light to reveal beauty and his

pursuit of eco-effectivess between man and light wil l be used both on a practical and philosophical level. We have

collaborated with Mark in the past, l ighting buildings and city districts. We recently combined to develop a brand

new hotel chain based around circadian rhythms and health and well being.

Ian Leaper is a renowed structural engineer. His career began a long time ago as a graduate under the tutelage of

Ted Happold. He works with the brightest engineers in the country in a small , dedicated, practice in the North of

England. We met 1 2 years ago. He's a close friend, mentor and fel low enthusiast of taking structure above and

beyond its load bearing capacity. His creative take on structures wil l be invaluable here.

Martin West and Carolin Mertens are Partners of Syndicate West which is a new practice, but we are not new to

playing the game. Martin is a craftsman toolmaker/modelmaker turned architect/urban designer with 35 years

experience in creative industry. Carol in has practiced architecture and design for over 1 5 years. For us "Syndicate

means collaboration with l ike minded groups or individuls to realise common goals." We form a larger syndicate on

all projects. With us, for your project, we bring the fol lowing:

Bristol is the seventh member of the Syndicate. We have collaborated in regional cities just l ike yours, throughout

our careers. From Salford to Stoke, Chester to Croydon. Our stance is one of critical regionalism. We recently

completed a 700,000 square foot mixed used Business quarter in Chester. This stemmed from our work on the

"One City Plan" in this historic city.
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